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THE USE OF A FUZZY EXPERT SYSTEM TO INCREASE
THE RELIABILITY OF DIAGNOSTICS OF AXLE BOXES OF
ROLLING STOCKS
Summary. This paper is devoted to the development of an effective system for
monitoring the technical condition of the axle boxes of rolling stock. To this end,
the possibility of solving problems of fault diagnostics based on the theory of
fuzzy sets is considered. This allows one note such difficult-to-formalise factors
as experience and intuition of a highly qualified expert specialist. It showed that
an expert system-based monitoring approach allows evaluation of the technical
condition of the axle boxes, characterised by internal and external operating
uncertainty. It also proposed the use of parameters such as vibration and noise for
comprehensive monitoring of the technical condition of axle box units together
with temperature. Furthermore, the combination of these diagnostic parameters
and expert system’s possibility to receive all necessary information about the
condition of the most critical components of the axle boxes in real-time and
analyse the changes in their operational parameters was explored. The stages of
modelling an expert system in the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox package of the MATLAB
computing environment are presented.
Keywords: rolling stock, axle box, control, fault, fuzzy sets, technical
condition, temperature, vibration, noise
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1. INTRODUCTION
The main condition for ensuring the safety of train movement in railway transport is the
reliable and fail-safe operation of the rolling stock. To ensure the required reliability of the
rolling stock, it is necessary to constantly control the technical condition of its running gear.
In modern conditions, obtaining reliable information about its technical condition is
impossible without technical diagnostic systems. Various diagnostic systems are currently
used to assess the technical condition of the running gear of rolling stock in motion (based on
the principle of their use: stationary, airborne, portable, incorporated directly into the
controlled object, etc.). The main goal of technical diagnostics is to determine the type and
location of defects [1, 3, 8, 10-12, 16].
Parameters, which bear information on the technical condition of rolling stock units, are
sources of input information of the diagnostic system. These parameters directly or indirectly
reflect the technical condition of the object being diagnosed.
One of the essential units of the rolling stock running gear is the axle units of wheelsets,
which mainly consist of roller bearings. This time automatic temperature monitoring systems
are used to monitor the technical condition of the bearings of the axle boxes. Such systems
can be both stationary and with built-in sensors in the axle boxes [4].

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Existing diagnostic systems with built-in sensors make it possible to monitor the
parameters of the technical condition of the box units and gain information about deviations
from nominal readings. This allows measures to be taken in a timely manner and prevent the
development of emergencies. The system provides the possibility of obtaining information
about the temperature of the axle box unit by means of sensors built into the box housing. The
monitoring system provides processing of the received information, its preservation and
signals about dangerous heating of bearings. The system used only monitors the temperature
of the node and notifies it of its value. The use of a single diagnostic parameter does not
always allow the analysis of the development of bearing damage. To better analyse the state
of the bearing assembly, it is necessary to supplement the temperature monitoring system with
vibration and acoustic control, using improved hardware and computing. The use of such
analysis permits not only the monitoring of the current state of the axle box assembly but also
the performance of an analysis of the wear dynamics of the bearings [2, 9].
Moreover, when information is received in traffic about deviations from nominal readings
of monitored parameters (temperature, vibration, noise, etc.), the driver of the high-speed
passenger train informs the dispatcher who then informs the corresponding division. Further
processes depend on the output of the tug specialist (stop the train in place, can be followed to
the nearest station at a reduced speed, can be followed to the destination, etc.). To simplify
these operations, a fuzzy expert system to diagnose the axle boxes of the rolling stock is
proposed.
In this direction, a system approach to solving problems of diagnostics of rolling stock box
faults, based on the concept of fuzzy sets with consideration of factors as difficult to formalise
as the experience and intuition of a highly skilled expert.
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In a fuzzy expert system for the diagnosis of axle boxes of rolling stock, the apparatus of
the theory of odd sets is used, which makes it possible to obtain operational conclusions on
the technical diagnosis of faults by abandoning the traditional requirements for the accuracy
of the description of its functioning [5, 6].

3. POSSIBILITY OF USING FUZZY SET THEORY IN FAULT DIAGNOSTICS
Studies have shown that to solve the problems of diagnosing faults of axle boxes and other
units of rolling stock, fuzzy sets can be used, as they consider such difficult-to-formalise
factors as the experience and intuition of a highly qualified expert specialist. The apparatus of
the theory of fuzzy sets for the diagnosis of axle boxes of rolling stock (ARS) in a fuzzy
expert system (FES) allows one to get operational conclusions about the technical diagnosis
of faults by abandoning the traditional requirements for the accuracy of its functional
description [5-7,13].
One of the possible architecture versions of a fuzzy diagnostic expert system for ARS is
denoted in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The architecture of the fuzzy diagnostic expert system of ARS: User - driver of the
train; IDIPB - initial data input and processing block; DB - database; KB - knowledge base;
KIIB - knowledge input and interpretation block; CB - calculation block; TCE and FIB technical condition evaluation and fuzzy inference block; EB and IR - explainer block and
issuing recommendations
To enter knowledge into the knowledge base (KB) of a diagnostic FES, a knowledge
representation language that takes into account the specific features of ARS is used. When
developing the knowledge base, the following was taken into perspective:
 ARS is described by a set of faults and fault symptoms (FS);
 FS of elements essential for ARS (noise level, bearing temperature, vibration level,
etc.);
 FS can take values reflecting the fixed state of the ARS, for example, object
NOISE_LEVEL – value of 50 dB, object BEARING_TEMPERATURE – value of 60̊
С;
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 values can also be specified in the form of linguistic terms: LOW, NORM, LIMIT,
OVER_LIMIT, PERMISSIBLE, etc.;
 values of linguistic variables can be computational, for example, DFAA=((CVF –
PVF)/PVF)100, where DFAA – deviations of the forces acting on the axle box, CVF
– current value of the forces acting on the axle box, PVF – the permissible value of
the forces acting on the axle box;
 values of linguistic variables can also be productive:
IF NOISE_LEVEL=LOW
AND BEARING_TEMPERATURE=LOW
AND VIBRATION_ LEVEL =LOW
THEN AXLEBOX_OPERATION=NORM.

With more inputs, it becomes more difficult for the expert to describe relationships of
cause and effect by fuzzy rules, as no more than 7 ± 2 concept-signs can be simultaneously
stored in the human memory. Therefore, the number of input variables in one knowledge base
should not exceed this number. Past studies show that good knowledge bases are obtained
when the number of inputs is less than five. As shown above in this expert system, the input
variables are temperature, vibration, and noise. Values of parameters for the range of
linguistic variable are calculated based on permissible deviations of parameters from average
values in accordance with technical operation rules. In the development of the knowledge
base of the expert system, the results of indication were used, which were converted into 3-5
ranges of parameter values according to linguistic variables (Tab. 1) [7, 13].
Tab. 1
Сomposition of technical condition parameters
Parameter name
Temperature level
of ARS [ºS]
Vibration level of
ARS [mm/sec2]
Noise level of
ARS [dB]

verylow
0-20
0-3
-

low
10-40

Parameter value
average
high
30-60
50-90

2-5

4-7

6-9

10-30

40-70

80-140

veryhigh
80-120
8-12
-

The formal knowledge model in the system is represented as follows. Assume
X={x1,x2,…,xn} is the set of ARS faults. Description of FS as objects is performed using OB
constructions (ω,n,d,l), where ω is the short name of FS; n is the full name of FS; d is the
normal variation range of FS values; l is the unit of measurement of FS, with corresponding
membership functions – μ(X).
The membership function has the form of a trapezoid and is determined by the parameters
(αl,αl,αr,αr), αl is the left deviation; αl is the left peak; αr is the right peak; αr is the right
deviation. If we need to define our own linguistic values, then this can be done using LING
("short name of the object", "linguistic value", (αl,αl,αr,αr,)) [13].
The database contains objects (linguistic variables) Xi (Tab. 2) with the values (Aij,cfij),
where Aij is the value of linguistic variables; cfij ϵ[0;100] is the validity factor of the value Aij:
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OB (NL, "NOISE_LEVEL", 10, 84, "DB");
OB (BT, "BEARING_TEMPERATURE", 42, 56, "DEG.C");
OB (VL, "VIBRATION_LEVEL", 0,37; 0,51, "mm/sec2");
…………………………………………
OB (AL, "AXLEBOX_LOAD", 100, 140, "%");
OB (ET, "ENVIRONMENT_TEMPERATURE", -30, 40, "DEG.C");
OB (ALO, " AMOUNT_OF_LUBRICATING_OIL", 40, 150, "%").
Tab. 2
Fragment of primary knowledge (database)
№
1
2
…
31
32
...
74
75

Temperature level of ARS
verylow
verylow
............................
average
average
............................
veryhigh
veryhigh

Vibration level of ARS
verylow
verylow
.............................
verylow
verylow
.............................
veryhigh
veryhigh

μ(X) is analytically written as follows:
 al  x
1   , if a1   l  x  a1;
l

1, if a1  x  a2 ;
 (u )  
1  x  ar , if a  x  a   ;
2
2
r

r

0 , in other cases.

Noise level of ARS
low
average
..............................
low
average
...............................
average
high

(1)

Graphically, the accessory functions for temperature, vibration and noise are represented as
a trapezoid. Two components interact in the fuzzy inference process: the Knowledge Base and
the Database. The knowledge base contains production rules that have left- and right-hand
parts, for example:
IF X1=Al1 AND X2=Al2 AND…AND Xn=Aln THEN Y1= Bl1 OR Y2 =Bl2 OR…OR Yn =Bln
IF X1=An1 AND X2=An2 AND…AND Xn=Ann THEN Y1= Bn1 OR Y2 =Bn2 OR…OR Yn =Bnn
An analysis of the applicability of the rules involves the assessment of the degree of truth
of the premise based on current values (Aij,cfij) of output objects Xi taken from the database
and the values recorded in the rule (to what degree the first are equal or unequal to the
second). If the rules are applicable, then the actions from the right-hand side are performed,
leading in most cases to the input of the “object-value” pairs into the database, and the
process is repeated until all applicable rules are fulfilled [5-7,13].
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To calculate the degree of truth of production rules during the inference, the fuzzy
similarity operation a1Θa2 is used, where a1 and a2 are linguistic values; Θ is the “close to”
operation, that is, for the selected format of the membership function, we have:

 Poss a1 a2   max min a1 ( x), a 2 ( x)  0;1;
 al  ar
2
1  1
, if 0  al1  ar2  1   2 ;
 1   2

a1  a1  1, if max al1 , al2   min ar1 , ar2 ;
 al  ar
1
1  2
, if 0  al2  ar1   2  1;




2
1
 0 , in other cases.


(2)

A set of heuristics used by highly qualified specialists serves as the algorithm for solving
the problem. Heuristics formulated by experts are entered into the system knowledge base.
Give for clarity, a fragment of fault diagnostics ARS:
NOISE_LEVEL (dB) = 11
TEMPERATURE_LEVEL (ºC) = 74
VIBRATION_LEVEL (mm/sec2) = 7
……………………………………………………………………………………………
NOISE_LEVEL (dB) = “LOW”
TEMPERATURE_LEVEL (ºS) = “HIGH”
VIBRATION_LEVEL (mm/sec2) = “AVERAGE”
……………………………………………………………………………………………
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE MORE THAN NORMAL (ET) – RELIABILITY
40 %
OR AMOUNT OF LUBRICATING OIL IS MORE THAN NORMAL (ALO) RELIABILITY 30 %
OR AMOUNT OF LUBRICATING OIL IS LESS THAN NORMAL (ALO) RELIABILITY 20 %
OR DEVIATIONS OF THE FORCES ACTING ON THE AXLE BOX ARE MORE
THAN NORMAL (DFAA) - RELIABILITY 10 %
……………………………………………………………………………………………
IF ET = “MORE THAN NORMAL”
DISPLAY ("RECOMMENDATION: FOLLOW TO DESTINATION STATION WITH
SET SPEED")
SO_THAT, "UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF AMBIENT TEMPERATURE THE
AXLEBOXES LOCATED ON THE SIDE OF THE SUN ARE HEATED TO THE LIMIT
LEVEL"
IF ET = NORMAL THEN INQUIRY LOMN
……………………………………………………………………………………………
IF ALO = “MORE THAN NORMAL” AND “FIRST TRIP AFTER INSTALLATION OF
THE AXLE BOX”
DISPLAY ("RECOMMENDATION: FOLLOW TO DESTINATION STATION WITH
SET SPEED")
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SO_THAT “LARGE AMOUNT OF LUBRICANT MAKES IT DIFFICULT TO
ROTATE ROLLERS AND CAUSES HEATING. FRICTION MAY STOP AS EXCESS
LUBRICANT IS EXTRUDED”
İF “IT IS NOT THE FIRST TRIP AFTER INSTALLATION OF THE AXLE BOX”
INQUIRY ALO = “LESS THAN NORMAL” OR DFAA= MORE THAN NORMAL
……………………………………………………………………………………………
İF ALO = “LESS THAN NORMAL” OR DFAA= MORE THAN NORMAL
DISPLAY ("RECOMMENDATION: FOLLOW TO THE NEAREST STATION WITH
TECHNICAL INSPECTION POINT WITH SET SPEED"
SO_THAT “INSUFFICIENT LUBRICATION OF BEARINGS CAUSES HEATING
AND MAY END WITH MALFUNCTION OF AXLE BOX OR IN CASE OF INCORRECT
ASSEMBLY OF BOGIE, SKEW OF ROLLING STOCK FRAME LOADS ON
AXLEBOXES INCREASE”.

4. SIMULATION OF THE FUZZY EXPERT SYSTEM FOR APS DIAGNOSTICS IN
MATLAB APPLICATION PACKAGE
Special fuzzy modelling tools in MATLAB enables the performance of complex research
on the development and application of fuzzy models. With the MATLAB software, it is
possible to implement theoretical concepts of fuzzy sets and fuzzy inference procedure.
Hence, a structural diagram of the model of fuzzy expert system in the package Fuzzy Logic
Toolbox for diagnostics of ARS was composed (Fig. 2) [14, 15].
Temperature, vibration and noise levels are input parameters in the model. The outputs are
the distance (zero distance, distance to the nearest station, distance to the nearest station with
a technical inspection point, distance to the destination station) and speed (zero speed,
reduced speed, set speed) of the train. From the output parameters, it is possible to form a
recommendation to experts: to stop the train in place, to follow to the nearest station at a
reduced speed, to follow to the nearest station with a technical inspection point at a set or
reduced speed, to follow to the destination station at a set speed.

Fig. 2. Structural diagram of diagnostics of the ARS in the window of the editor MATLAB 7
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In the process of phasification based on known values of input parameters, fuzzy sets are
formed, where values of membership functions of fuzzy sets are determined based on normal
initial data. Values of input parameters are brought into their fuzzy linguistic variables
(Tab. 1) and subsequent selection of the law of membership function change is chosen for
them.
For each input parameter, a trapezoidal law of change of membership function is specified:
y = trapmf (x, [a, b, c, d]), where argument a is the minimum permissible value of the
parameter with zero probability of norm, the segment between arguments [b, c] shows the
belonging of the parameter to the norm with probability 1. Accordingly, the argument d is
the maximum allowed value of the parameter with zero probability of the norm. The selection
of the trapezoidal form of the belonging function is because the belonging of the parameter to
the norm with probability 1 is determined not by one value of the variable, but by a range of
permissible values. An example of the membership function of input parameters is shown in
Fig. 3 – a graph of the parameter “temperature level”.

Fig. 3. Membership functions of parameter “temperature level”
Each parameter has its own change range. After completion of the phasification step,
specific values of the membership functions for each of the linguistic terms are determined for
the input variables. These terms are used in the conditions of the base of rules of a system of
fuzzy conclusion: if parameter N is (very low/low/average/high/very high).
Causal relationships between parameter values and solution output are formalised in the
form of a set of fuzzy logical rules. The format of the base if-then output rule is called fuzzy
implication. The condition of the rule may be the statement "temperature level is high" where
"high". The conclusion for this condition may be to "follow to the nearest station at a reduced
rate." This implication can be written down in a look: "temperature high" → "to follow to the
nearest station with the reduced speed".
Fuzzy knowledge base with information on the "parameter value - decision making"
dependency can contain linguistic rules (Fig. 4): If (temperature level is low) and (vibration
level is low) and (noise level is high) then (distance is high) (speed is low).
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Fig. 4. Window of the editor of rules

At the stage of defuzzification, the problem of reverse phasification is solved: conversion
of linguistic variables of input parameters into the value of output parameters (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Visualisation of fuzzy decision
It is also possible to obtain “2 input-output” surface from the results of the fuzzy logical
output. With the help of it, the distance or velocity values of two input variables can be seen
(Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Synthesised “2 inputs-output” surface

5. CONCLUSIONS
Thus, for a deeper analysis of the ARS state, a temperature monitoring system needs to be
supplemented with vibration and acoustic monitoring. Application of such complex analysis
makes monitoring of the current state of ARS and conduct of the analysis of bearing wear
dynamics possible. To assess the technical condition of ARS, which is characterised by
internal and external operational uncertainty, an expert control system was developed. The
combination of these diagnostic parameters and the developed expert system made it possible
to receive all necessary information about the condition of the most critical components of the
axle boxes in real-time, analysing the changes in their operational parameters. This facilitates
prediction of time to maintenance and repair, thereby preventing emergencies during
operation.
To conduct research on the creation of an expert system, a simulation of ARS diagnostics
system was materialised in the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox package. The developed model of the
expert system in MATLAB based on fuzzy logic and input parameters allows us to adequately
reflect at an early stage, the growing probability of a malfunction when the input parameters
change in real-time.
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